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Judiciary hearing

Spartan’ Daily

The A.S. Judiciary will rule today on
charges that the general election
and subsequent presidential run-off
held last month were unfair, due to
election code violations. The hearing
is scheduled for 2 p.m. in the Council
Chambers.

Serving the San Jose State College Community Since 1934

ACLU to hold investigation
of SJS hirings and firings

14

By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Daily Political Writer
The American Civil liberties Union ( ACLU )
will hold open hearings next week at SJS to
collect information on hiring and firing practices and procedures at SJS.
The ACLU stated it has received complaints
in two areas:
"That due process rights are being violated
under grievance and disciplinary procedures
recently adopted for the State Colleges."
"That recent budget cutbacks are resulting
in selective termination of female, black, and
brown faculty and staff at SJS."
In a press release, the Santa Clara Valley
chapter of the ACI,U announced it has
unsuccessfully sought a preliminary discussion with President Bunzel since mid-May.
Dr. Bunzel, however, the release stated, "expressed a willingness to meet with ( ACLU)
Board representatives after the close of the
school year."

Ali kisses baby
Mohammad Ali kisses and later holds a baby that is passed to him following
his speech on the ROTC field yesterday. Standing in the background is one of
Ali’s bodyguards. Approximately 2,500 attended the speech where Ali asserted
"the truth sets you free."

A panel of attorneys will conduct the hearings
now, before meeting with President Bunzel,
because -the availability of faculty testimony
will end with the semester’s close in two
weeks."
The open hearings will be held next Tuesday
and Wednesday from 7 to 10 p.m. in the Pacifica Room of the College Union.
President Bunzel and his staff are urged to
participate along with the faculty at the hearings, the ACLU announced.

Ali offers audience $1000 cash award,
insists racism is world’s worst problem
By LANCE FREDERD(SEN
Daily Staff Writer
Mohammad Ali, former world heavyweight
champion, told an audience of some 2,500
yesterday that he would give $1000 to anyone
who could prove him wrong. No one did, at
least to Ali’s satisfaction.
Ali told an enthusiastic crowd at the ROTC
field that "the truth sets you free." He said
that the way to find that truth is through the
teachings of Elijah Mohammad, Black Muslim leader.
"I’m a free nigger," exclaimed Ali. "Most
blacks aren’t free, because they’ve been
brainwashed."
He depicted racism as the "worst problem in
the world. It’s worse than Vietnam or the
Middle East."

The problem is so bad because it’s internal,
stressed the boxing champion. "It’s internal
like cancer. We have thirty million cancers
I blacks) running around America."
To rectify the situation the blacks must
become "true equals in America," said Ali.
He contended that to be equal with the white
man the blacks must be separate. "I can’t be
an equal in your house. I’ve got to have my
own."

Ali emphasized respect for mothers,
daughters and sisters. "A nation is only as
strong as it’s women."
Ali then contended that black women are
often not protected from "strange sex
fiends."
One
with
him.
with

black listener registered disagreement
the speaker, and Ali verbally attacked
"You’re the type of guy that runs around
a white girl."

hearings, the panel will
provide information it
interested organization,
stated.

Also, under the new procedures, either a college president or the chancellor can overrule
the various recommendations made by
faculty committees.

At the completion of hearings, the panel will
issue a report and provide information it
gathers to any other interested organization,
an ACLU spokesman stated.

Some say the State College presidents and
chancellor, are easy prey for political pressure and, in some cases, otherwise competent
faculty members are terminated because
they are classified as "troublemakers."

At the completion of
issue a report and
gathers to any other
a ACLU spokesman

Jim Noah, campus public relations director,
said yesterday that President Bunzel hasn’t
read the latest letter ACLU has sent him and
is "unprepared to make a comment at this
time."
In addition to holding hearings at SJS, the
local ACLU branch is sending letters to other
ACLU chapters located near state colleges
urging the chapters to conduct similar open
hearings.
The Spartan Daily has learned that a number
of temporary minority instructors contracts
will terminate, without renewal, under the
"last hired, first fired" policy.
Because of the budget cuts, as things now
stand, next semester the administration must
eliminate 67.7 faculty positions.
During the last few semesters, the college has
hired a limited number of blacks, Chicanos,
and other minority members. Since the most
recently hired, according to policy, must be
the first fired, in many cases departments are
loosing its only minority teachers.

In an interview on April 21, President Bunzel
strongly supported the confidentiality provisions of the procedures. Dr. Bunzel feels
many of the questions raised about the procedures can be attributed to the newness of
the procedures.

For example, the psychology department,
with 58 faculty positions, has reportedly informed its one black and one Chicano instructors their contracts will not be renewed. Likewise, four of the psychology department’s
eight women teachers are scheduled for release.

Since the rules introduce "new concepts,"
misunderstandings have arisen, because
"many of us still have our legs in cement,"
the president stated in that earlier interview.

Campus Ombudsman Ralph Poblano, a Chicano, reportedly was notified he will not be
rehired next semester. Poblano states it
would be improper for him to comment on his
contract status, but explained the Department of Health. Education and Welfare is
actively encouraging colleges across the
nation to modify hiring practices to include
minority faculty members.
Wherever, Poblano explained, the federal
government grants a school federal funds, the
HEW can demand, with the threat of a fund
(’ut-off, that the school follows civil rights job
hiring policy.
SJS, another source reports, receives sizeable
annual grants from the federal government,
particularly in supplementary grants to
various departments for softwear equipment.

One of the guards around the speakers platform mentioned something to Ali. Ali then
said, -I was right, He does have a white
woman. They’ve really got you boy."

Numerous complaints about the faculty grievance procedures have been circulating
around campus.

"To me revolution isn’t guns," said Ali. "It’s
black people coming together and cleaning
themselves up and respecting their women
and helping themselves."

Ali clarified that white women are beautiful,
but for white men only. "People just naturally
like their own kind," he said. "I’m black, and
I love my people."

A major complaint is that the strict confidentialty requirement of the procedures makes it
impossible for faculty members to publicly
object to, what some have termed, arbitrary
decisions.

SJS ombudsman speaks out

Poblano decries Chicano plight
The committee chose Ralph Poblano, a Chicano teacher from Los Angeles, who had been
active in the Chicano movement and manpower development. Poblano, 40, had been
the National Teachers Corps coordinator in
Monterey County and chairman of the Higher
Education Committee’s White House Conference on the Mexican-American.

By CLIFF MATOI
Daily Political Writer

Although Poblano had the honor of being the
first Chicano ombudsman in the country, he
declared, "I really didn’t have any pressures
on me, but I was suspicious as to why they
hired a Chicano and an outsider. I wondered if
I was going to be used, squeezed like a lemon
and thrown away.

After resolving some of the problems faced by
SJS blacks, J. Benton White resigned in
August 1968 as SJS’ first campus ombudsman, after one year in office, to return to his
former post as campus minister.
However, in his final report to the president,
White warned that greater contact was
needed with the college’s Chicanos to garner
the trust and confidence they denied him.
This was connected with the Chicanos’ desire
for identity as partially demonstrated during
the 1968 graduation activities. Chicanos
marched out of the regular ceremonies held
in the stadium and conducted a separate Chicano commencement on the track field.
The five-member selection committee, appointed by President Robert Clark, kept this
in mind as they undertook the task of choosing
a new ombudsman.

"My first task was see that communication
lines were open. I interpreted for President
Clark and the vice presidents and the deans
what the shouting was all about.
"I explained the Chicanos’ demands such as
in service training for support staff (secretaries, clerical workers) and some basis for a
department of their own.
"Since that time, the Chicanos have gotten
EOP, their own department and MAGS
( Mexican-American Graduate Studies), but I
don’t think the administration ever fully
understood the nature of their demand.s. They
may have seen the need that existed and partially realized the weight of the demands, but

the resolution of the problems continue to be
seen by the administration as a budget problem.
"Institutional rascism is the toughest problem I’ve had to face while I’ve been here,"
said Poblano. "It’s very tradition-bound and
difficult to change.

For example, the procedures require a president make a final decision on a grievance
committee’s recommendation within "five
days, or as soon as possible." Critics of President Bunzel’s recent handling of grievance
cases claim the "five days are supposed to
have some relationship to "as soon as possible."
The Spartan Daily has learned President
Bunzel often takes three weeks to make a
decision on a grievance committee recommendation. In one case three months have
passed since President Bunzel received a
grievance committee’s recommendation.

Ali, speaking in a strong and occasionally
caustic manner, asserted many blacks are
"wrapped up" in revolution.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the third of a four
part series examining the college ombudsman, a Swedish creation now utilized on college campuses to help cut red tape and rehumanize the bureaucracy. Today’s article is an
Interview with SJS’ current ombudsman, Dr.
Ralph Poblano.

Another complaint is, because of the confidentiality ruling, college presidents become
careless or arbitrary.

While in office, Poblano has handled both
academic and non-academic grievances,
ranging from complaints about grades or
admissions to pleas for help in housing or the
draft.
Continued on Page 3.

He also said recommendations for modifications or changes to the procedures will be discussed during the May and June meetings of
the Council of Presidents, the association of
state college presidents.

Varadan sentence
’much too harsh’
says A.S. Council
By CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Political Writer
The Associated Students (A.S.) Council
yesterday agreed the one to ten year sentence
given to SJS student Darrell ( Gino) Varadan
is too harsh.
Varadan was one of 13 SJS students arrested
in the March 4 demonstration protesting
Standard Oil recruiting on campus.
At their last meeting of the spring semester,
council voted to approve a resolution recommending that the Superior Court of Santa
Clara County re-examine the circumstances
leading to the arrest and subsequent sentencing of Varadan.
The resolution was presented to council by
Werner Becker, assistant to A.S. Attorney
General Steve Burch.
Council also suggested the sentence be reduced to "one usually given in cases which
result from campus disturbances." The resolution also recommended that SJS President
John H. Bunzel speak on behalf of Varadan to
impress the court his sentence should be reduced.
Becker, present in court during Varadan’s
trial, stated, "Technically, Gino pleaded
guilty to assault with a deadly weapon on a
police officer when he thought he was pleading guilty to simple battery."

-I spend a lot of time battling discrimination.
In my book there aren’t enough ethnic minority instructors on campus, and those who are
here are on the lower rungs and they always
seem to be in hot water," he continued.

Becker said he believes Varadan has been
made a scapegoat.

"Institutions have become bigger and more
pervasive," he added. "From the moment
we’re born ’til the day we die, our lives are
controlled by organizations. They predestine
our lives and we just accept it. I think the
rebellion by college people and the creation of
the ombudsman is part of our attempt to
break out and control our own lives.

The deadline for repayment of A.S. Foreign
student loans was extended by council to
August 16. Council chairman Steve Takakuwa
stated the grades of those students whose
loans are not paid back by that time will be
withheld.

"Unfortunately, some people have the idea
that the ombudsman is just a gimmick or a
complaint department at Macy’s," moaned
Poblano. "We take time to talk to the individual and look into the gripe. If I think it’s a
goo,!
I get on the phone and start stirring
up some action. If it’s a lousy case I act as a
administration. One way or anthe
-.lifer for
other tough, about 90 per cent of the cases
reach sonic resolution. They just don’t hang."

A report by councilman Dan Spencer on the
status on the Economic Opportunity Program
( EOP ) revealed that currently there is no bill
before Congress to allocate money for the
state-wide program next year. Spencer, who
received this information through Senator
Don Edwards office, claimed however, Congress will allocate money to Health, Education, and Welfare ( HEW ) for National De
tense Student loans.

Ralph Poblano
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Attempt at denial of rights
In a scene more appropriate in an old Western bar, a
tense, near brawl disrupted a talk given by a Sudanese refugee Tuesday.
Flagrantly disregarding the right of Lako Tongun to
speak, sporadic heckling and angry shouts confronted
the guest’s recounting of an alleged massacre of
several hundred Sudanese by Arabs in 1969.
Certainly accusations of mass murder stir impassioned response, but those who tried to deny Tongun the
right of a hearing deserve to be condemned.
Even when one instructor tried to cool tempers by
urging a later debate between the speaker and opponents, he was ignored and the shouting continued.
Meanwhile, bursts of "white Zionist pig" were

greeted by shouts of "right on" preceding an outbreak of scuffling and violence at the end of the
speech when Tongun sought to entertain questions
from the audience.
Several questions were asked at the same time, and
the audience turned into a shout -down fest including
obscenities and directives to "shut up."
Finally, one student lunged toward the speaker’s
podium and was throttled by others who, to their
credit, stopped what could have turned into a melee.
It is unfortunate that emotion and foolish display of
pre-civilization type behavior dashed all possibility of
an exchange of information. Those who caused the
disruption would best be advised to consider if they’d
care to experience a similar denial of the right to
speak.

Punishment should fit crime
It’s been an American tradition for nearly 200 years
that justice should be meted out equally to all and that
punishment should fit the crime. Both of these precepts were violated when the publications board at
the University of California at Berkeley kicked Jim
Blodgett, Daily Cal managing editor, off the staff.
Last week, in a flagrant display of irresponsible
journalism, the Daily Cal ran an editorial telling students to retake People’s Park. The resulting riot
caused at least 40 persons to be arrested and property
to be destroyed.
The publications board met Tuesday and decided that
Blodgett should be removed from his editorship and
kicked off the staff because he wrote the editorial that
caused all the hoopla.
Since Blodgett did show great irresponsibility and
unprofessionalism in writing the editorial, we believe

he should have been removed from the editorial
board. But kicking him off the Daily Cal staff altogether was punishment beyond the scope of the
crime.
The publications board compounded its injustices
when it handled the cases of David Dozier and Fran
Hawthorne, who also voted that the editorial should
be run. Dozier and Miss Hawthorne were removed
from their editorships but were allowed to stay on as
staff writers.
Spartan Daily believes that the editors who supported
the editorial are just as responsible as the author. The
punishments should have been equal, since all three
editors committed the same crime.
In any event, Blodgett should be reinstated on the
Daily Cal staff. This will be the best way for him to
become more responsible and mature in his journalistic skills.

Staff comment

‘Change is the most permanent thing...’
By CELESTE ZUFFI
Democratic Party reform was the main
item on the agenda last weekend in San
Jose.
Delegates from California’s 38 congressional districts met at the Hyatt House
for the three day conference organized
by the Democratic State Central Committee.
Clearly, the delegation assembled
agreed the Democratic party is in need
of some dramatic restructuring if it ever
hopes to get California Democratic
representatives into positions of state
and national power.
I worked as a press aide at the convention and noticed how student participation of any kind was at a minimum.
Surprisingly, lacking at the convention
was that type of active input some college students, oftentimes called radicals, bless their schools and unobtrusive,
isolated banks with.
I would never suggest that violent activities should dominate a convention
floor when serious and responsible

attempts are being made to affect
change. lam merely pointing out that socalled radicals, long -hairs, hippies,
anarchists, revolutionaries, et cetera
and ad nauseum, are severely lacking in
that kind of commitment necessary
toward implementing their expressed
ideals.

at change are unsuccessful, backfire,
and cause otherwise creative minds to
fester and deteriorate behind prison
bars. An example of this is the recent
conviction of SJS student Gino Voradin
for his participation in the March 4
demonstration against so-called war-related recruiting on campus.

If these students were truly interested in
change they would involve themselves
in the only area in which constructive
changes will ever be madenamely the
political parties themselves.

I suggest student radicals plus students
in general reorganize their own priorities in terms of their expressed ideals.

Working for a political party means just
that WORK, the kind that is 99 per cent
perspiration and one per cent inspiration.
A sign I read once said, "Change is the
most permanent thing in the universe."
Politics, no matter what party you work
for, realizes that change is a permanent
thing. Radicals and dissenters it seems
do not. ’Change" is the chnllenge of
politics .
It is because dissenters view change
unrealistically that their feeble attempts

All in all party reforms were discussed,
debated, and made, so ending what
many delegates considered a successful
weekend.
I couldn t help thinking as I trudged
wearily towards my beotup 1959 Ford
coupe to wind my way homeward how
my spirits would have soared to see at
least one...yes one, long-haired "freak."

Staff comment

News, tragedy
By BARBARA THATCHER
Like a majority of students I once believed newspapers played too heavily on
the drearier side of life.
News stories seem to endlessly dwell on
murders, war, famine and misery.
Where were all the stories of love and
beauty and noble deeds and constructive achievement?
How could the world ever survive with
all this crime and violence? The only
decent things in the paper appeared to
be the comics and even they were often
depressing.
And then one day someone pointed out
to me that it really wasn’t that way at all.
She merely said You know it would
really be sad if things like love and
goodness were such unique qualities
that they were actually news. For isn’t
news supposed to be so unusual, so out
of the ordinary that it’s necessary to
place it on the front page to draw attention to it?’
Somehow what she said stuck in my
mind. Maybe the world would be in
sadder shape if attention weren’t drawn
to injustice and cruelty.

"Nancy, I couldn’t agree more...!"

And then I thought maybe if people
became sick enough of seeing tragedy
after tragedy they would do something
about it.
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Letters to the editor

‘Qualifed,’ ’New Life;’ Kesey
By reputation
Editor:
Three otherwise qualified teachers in
the SE Foreign Language Department
will not be retained because they have
not finished their doctoral dissertations.
Their qualifications have been attested
to by recommendations for tenure by
department, school and college tenure
committees, and these recommendations have been upheld by grievance
committees. President Bunzel has overruled all committee recommendations
and denied tenure to Michael Tillotson,
Jacqueline Lohr and Lila Garfinkel,

Staff comment

Show our art
By TONY ROEGIERS
If SJS lets this one slip by, it’s got a hole
in its tower. Have you ever wandered
around the University of California at
Berkeley, other than People’s Park
during a demo?
Cal has bronze balls and monoliths scattered all over the campus. One can’t
make a turn without bumping into an
objet d’art. Why does Col have all these
sculptures? Because it has an Art
Department or School or whatever they
call it at a University.
Cal also has a student body willing to
make a few piddling contributions to enhance the beauty of the campus.
What is an institution of higher learning
if it doesn’t show off once in a while?
There is more talent buried in the dark
corridors of our Art Department than
China has rice, but a campus visitor
really has to hunt to find it.

unless they complete their Ph.D. by the
end of this academic year.
If SJS is to become a university not
merely in name but in deed as well, it
must not start by denying real worth in
favor of symbolic papers. These three,
by reputation among students as well as
among their colleagues, hove proven
themselves to be good teachers. They
will, in the near future, finish their
dissertations, and then the college will
be twice blest: with excellent teachers
properly credentialed.
One would think in these particular
cases that the section of the tenure procedure would apply which states that
candidates lacking the proper degree
may be "favorably considered" for
tenure if two thirds of the members of
the departmental, school and college
committees judge that the candidates
have "demonstrably earned tenure."
Didn’t this paper report that all committees but one were unanimous in
recommending that these faculty members be retained?
Cam! NkKilhp ASB D06591
Edith Tokooka 007967

Commendation
Editor:
The "New Life Vocations" program in the
San Jose State campus placement center
appears to be an innovative program
which will enable the socially aware student to avoid being shunted to a dead
end. Jim Zuur and Jim Baldridge along
with the placement service are to be
commended for their ideas and action.
Career days in the autumn of 1971
should be more meaningful than in the
pastoffering hope for all instead of
some. Why turn people on for four years
and then turn them off?

We should show our art. We should have
more sculptures, placed out in the open,
where we can pass by them on our way
to class.

Joseph E. Carroll
003423

Where can we find these sculptures?
Well, I’m glad you asked that question.
P.E. master’s candidate, Bruce Trumbell,
has created a two thirds life-size sculpture of a gymnast doing a hand stand,
rendered so well, even Michelangelo
would smile.

Editor:

All it needs now is a few (nine) hundred
dollars to cast it in bronze. (Bronze
wears a little better in California sunshine than does clay.) Nine hundred dollars is a pretty small slice out of the A.S.
budget, or maybe one of the sororities
or fraternities would like to make this
contribution.
Apart from art, there is also, hidden
within the walls of the Art Building, a
man who knows bronze inside and out.
John Battenberg, art professor, and
creator of "Lafayette Escadrille," recently on display in the College Union, has a
share in a foundry in San Jose. A very
congenial man, for an artist, Mr. Batten berg might well be willing to help with
his knowledge and hands.
Bill Langan had his flair for music, and
Mike Buck might well show his patronage of the arts by recommending this
worthwhile investment, which will be a
tribute to his administration for many
years to come.
But you’d better hurry Mike, you may be
racing the fraternities and sororities to
grab this opportunity of a lifetime.

Needed!
The Spartan Daily is seeking a
political or humor cartoonist
for the fall semester. The cartoonist cannot be paid, but will
have an opportunity to show his
or her work. All cartoon samples should be brought to the
Spartan Daily office in JC 208.
The cartoonist will be selected
by the Spartan Daily editors.

Disappointing
Ken Kesey, well known author, delivered a speech Monday night in the
College Union Loma Prieto Room in
which he told of personal incidents, hallucinogenic drugs, and "far out" acid
trips. The topic, "New Decade of Dizziness," seemed to be the format of his
speech, for his talk was confusing and
made little sense.
Kesey received a large round of applause when he listed a number of drugs
and explained that the government paid
him $20 every time he "tripped out" for
experimenting. His audience seemed to
identify with this by shouting occasional
"right-ons" and nodding their heads with
approval.
Sounding somewhat like one of Dr.
Timothy Leary’s apostles, Kesey said he
could see things more clearly under the
influence of drugs than when he was
straight. His hip lingo and accounts of
psychedelic seemed to motivate the
audience into some mystical meditation
which is far beyond the ordinary establishment person’s comprehension.
Kesey’s speech, in my opinion, was a
disappointment and a waste of time. He
was incoherent and had little of relevance to say. From a brilliant author,
one would expect much more.
John Vernon
003318
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News Review

*Ombudsman speaks out

Prison official dies
Compiled From Associated Press
-

SOLEDAD, (’alif.Kenneth E. Conant, 49, a program
administrator at Soledad Prison, was stabbed fatally in the
back of the head yesterday as he sat at his desk.
Two other prison officers in the room received minor injuries
in overpowering two convicts and seizing a prison-made
knife, officials said.
The slaying of Conant was the fourth of a Soledad official
since Jan. 16, 1970 at the state’s maximum security prison.

SA(’RAMENTOLegislation to levy a five per cent sales tax
on gasoline to finance mass transit was sent to the Assembly
floor yesterday on a split vote of the Assembly Ways and
Means Committee.
The bill by Assemblyman Wadie Deddeh, D-Chula Vista,
would raise $142 million a year and boost gasoline taxes
about one and one-half cents a gallon.

Electric rate increase
Teaching starts young
10-year old Debbie Ince, circulates
the classroom to stir up student
participation during one of her sessions. Debbie teaches children’s

algebra to adults in Math I07A. The
objective of her lectures is to teach
education majors teaching techniques they can use later on.

Applicants

Sixth grade girl helps
instruct SJS math class
By LYNN PARENT
Daily Feature Writer
-My name is Debbie and we
are going to do Exponentiation."
Ten -year -old Debbie has
been teaching algebra to
children and adults since
just before Easter.
Debbie Ince, a sixth grader
at Washington Elementary
School in San Jose, has
taught four classes so far,
according to Susan Gulick,
Debbie’s teacher.
Last week she taught Education majors in Mrs. Marjorie
Pickering’s Math 107A algebra for elementary
teachers - a little algebra.
Why a 10-year-old?

techniques that they can use
later when they are teaching
in elementary school.
Debbie has learned most of
her techniques from her
teacher, Miss Gulick, but she
also has some of her own.
Debbie was taught through
the discovery method by
Miss Gulick, who is a Project
SEED mathematics specialist.
Project SEED hires mathematicians who are trained
for university or industry

XEROX

41
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employment and it places
them in the disadvantaged
schools. There they teach
abstract or conceptionallyoriented mathematics, such
as high school or college
level algebra, on a daily
basis to disadvantaged students using the discovery
method.
According to Miss Gulick,
the discovery method depends upon constant participation feedback) from the
class. Debbie kept circling
through the class to make
sure that there was optimum

According to witnesses, the

Jive a
470 Apartments - Summer rates
2 bedroom, 2 bath
3 bedroom, 2 bath

$1 50 mo.
$1 65 mo.

F runished, carpeted, all electric
kitchen, pool and rec room.
R eeeeee for Fall/Afar/I

287-7590
470 So. 1 1 th St.

M.F. 10am-Spm

two professors were having
drinks with colleagues
across the room from where
the hardhats were celebrating a friend’s birthday.
Walters invited himself over

Forum
discusses
war
An open forum, sponsored by
Experimental
College
ExC ), will take place today
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the
Loma Prieta Room of the
College Union on "Repression of the Anti-war Movement at SJS."
Speakers will be Dr. Al
Rutherford, SJS psychology
instructor and member of
the American Civil Liberties
Union, and John Boesen, a
member of the San Jose
Liberation Front, who will
come to trial June 7.

eittisionancia
Thawed
loads

LUNCH COUNTER
GINSENG

11111 I",

Information and applications are now available to
students seeking employment on the College Work
Study Program. Interested persons can contact
Financial Aids, ADM. 234.

class participation.
"In a classroom where there
is a lot of children, they know
the material and are very
competitive. Their hands are
up all the time," said Miss
Gulick.
"Debbie is a peer teacher she can teach to a class her
own age or older," explained
Miss Gulick.

VITAMINS & MINERALS
ORGANIC PRODUCE & GRAINS

10-20% OFF
araid ’nod stantp8

"Being put under the eye of
the college president is a
very bad arrangement. How
can you criticize someone
who pays your bills? And I
am the house critic!
"Many people in the administration and faculty are
always apprehensive that
the ombudsman may come
down hard on them someday."

One Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
From Oakland to
Madrid & Munich
Marseille & Pica

Aug. 26
Sept. I

Stockholm & Copenhagen
Sept. 6

A limited number of
spaces are available to

Music, exhibits and lectures
will highlight the activities
at Recycling Day, Saturday.
The San Jose Recycling
Center will open at 10 a.m.
featuring exhibits from Zero
Population Growth, Sierra
Club, Boy and Cub Scouts,
and community action
groups.

faculty, staff, students of
The California State Colleges

Fare: $195
One Way
For Information:
Off ice of
International Programs
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco,
California 94123
14151 469- 1004

To reach the center, follow
Bayshore Freeway to Capitol Expressway ( west) then
turn on Senter Road (south)
and then Singleton Rd.

He believes funding should
be through a separate body
and both selection and
supervision should be from

HELP WITH
PROJECTS?
FINAL
[NEED

- ART MATERIALS
- FRAMING - GLASS
- DRY MOUNTING - MATS

4

THE SPURRLOWS

Pa,u/d

Benefit Concert for Kidney Foundation
McCabe Hall, Civic Aud. San Jose
May 22
8 p.m.

112 SO. SECOND ST. 292-1447
Shops also at Valley Fair and Mountain View

Taurus
April 20-May 20

your student
I

sor tiokelst

They talus.
Ineurenoe
Student 1.0.
Cards
*Youth Hostel
Cards
and they hoe,
Info. en Jobs
In Europe I
Peeeoorte...
...stu ints
ii students...
STUDENT 8111VICEIVNIT
SUSI BRIDWELL
33 E. SAN FERNANDO
PHONE: 287-8240

EUROPE

Recycling
festival
Saturday

A ruckus occurred ending up
with the lens of Dr. Tansey’s
glasses knocked out and almost blinding him.

Intre-Europeen
Travel
Cherter Mete
Rel 1 P

SJS President John H. Bunzel has appointed a 10-member committee of students
and faculty to prepare a report on the role and function
of the campus ombudsman
and to submit recommendations and suggestions to help
him make a decision about
the future of the position.

Poblano has been informed
that he will not be rehired in
the fall and the possibility
has now arisen that the office
may be discontinued altogether.

to the professors’ table for a
drink, and then started to
throw uncomplimentary remarks. He then decided to
take a poke at Dr. Lee. When
Dr. Tansey stood up in Dr.
Lee’s defense, Walters took
him on also.

4

35S. Oh
287-5410

I III

"I,iist summer, the ombudsman came close to being
wiped out of the budget, and
though it’s still here I’m concerned over the life and
death struggle it’s in now,"
he concluded with concern.

At times Debbie seemed a bit
shy but when she was explaining some point she was
sure of herself and knew
what she was doing.

Police charge hardhat
in attack on SJS profs

Mrs. Pickering explained
that her class is learning Two SJS professors were
attacked Tuesday evening
by a construction worker inside the Interlude Cocktail
Lounge on Santa Clara street
in San Jose. Involved in the
incident were Dr. Richard
Tansey, art professor, and
Dr. Roland Lee of the English Department.
SPECIALIZE IN THESIS
AND TERM PAPERS
SJS police arrested Robert
475 E. SAN CAR LOS
Walters and Warren Kent, as
a result of the incident. WalNear 10th 295-6600
ters was booked on charges
of assult and battery and
Kent was charged with
drunkenness.

-Sometimes I investigate on
own,- he revealed. "I
nose around, stand in lines,
call offices and ask questions, to see what kind of
treatment the students are
getting. After all, the only
reason I’m here is to serve
the students."

"The ombudsman office isn’t
appropriately funded. It was
a bootleg position at first and
money was grabbed from
here and there, but since
then the chancellor has allocated money to college
presidents to hire an
ombudsman as an administrative assistant.

The bill - sponsored by the Democratic leadership of the
Assembly - ran into stiff opposition from a minority of Democrats as well as Republicans.

The increase, which would amount to about 15 cents per
month for the average residential user, is being sought to
offset an increased cost of natural gas from suppliers. Gas
involved in the application is used to generate electricity.

Ito’ broad base constituency
the office serves.

Predecessor Benton White
advocated close relations
with the college president.
Asked about his relation with
the president’s office, Poblano admitted that he hasn’t
had to take any cases to the
president, but expressed
fear that the ombudsman
could easily be controlled or
intimidated by the president.

Mass transit financing

SAN FRANCISCOA Pacific Gas & Electric Co. request for
an $11,999,000 electric rate increase was taken under submission by the Public Utilities Commission after a one-day hearing yesterday.

Continued I rout Page I.

Schlitz Malt Liquor.
Our sign is Taurus, the Bull.
Can you handle us?
Tremendous strength power. reliability, dependable good taste
That s what Taurus is known for Schlitz Malt Liquor, too
Venus. the ruling planet, makes Taurus sociable, fond of fun, and
able to inspire friendship in others Maybe you and the Bull should
get together Maybe you’d hit it off
But maybe not
It depends on your sign Because Taurus has a powerful mean streak
There’s a helluva fire in the Bull
So check your stars They’ll tell you straight if you’re the kind of
person who can meet Schlitz Malt Liquor head-on
Nobody makes melt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

$ 2.50 S.J. Box Office
or at door
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Folklore artists
to appear in SF

Box show

Satirical mood
porary American scene.
By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Entertainment Writer Going as far as using the national colors of red, white
Boxes are among the most and blue, the artist works in
common objects around, but maierials ranging from clay
graduate Judith Lange has to plastic.
worked with these stationary
cubical forms in a variety of The purpose of her "In A
ways to turn out a show with Box" display is to "express
a satirical and light-hearted the conflict between real and
mood to it
unreal" and to critically
demonstrate "the unified
In A Box," her one week value system communiMA exhibit in the art build- cations and industries have
ing’s Gallery II, is a tiring created for us." Society’s
mixed media attempt at idols and obsessions were
working with a standardized also examined and evaluated
form while making a sharp by the artist.
social statement.
Her complicated -looking
Mrs. Lange who -wanted to machine sculpture, "Miracle
see how much I could make a Banan-O-Matic, New Imcubic form say" shows in- proved Peeler-Slicer Comtense interest in the contem- bination," is, like the majority of her works, made of
found objects and is influenced by modern advertisements. Nonsensical and permanently unworkable I it has
an "out of order" sign on it),
it demonstrates the current
obsession for machines and
appliances.

PURITAN
OIL
COMPANY
Regular

25.9
Ethel

28.9
Prices subject to
change without notice

Cigarettes 35c
10th & Taylor
6th & Keys
4th 8 Williams

WE ACCEPT

The artist also makes a
whimsical and humorous
play on words, as in "American Standard IV," which
consists of a crescent shape
form topped with a paved
highway. Long shoots of
green grass border the freeway and a plastic dome
covers the entire miniature
scene.
Underneath the display is a
diary page dated July 17 (no
year given) which describes,
"Crossing the plains the road
ran through a sea of grass.
No buffalo were seen." Each
word could have a double
meaning and Mrs. Lange
predicted the "world will be
covered with plastic and
grass will only be seen near
freeways."
In a statement to her current

11.IP Tills 11111’11N

$1.00 OFF
on the purchase of any pair of

SUNGLASSES
TENTH ST PHARMACY
10th & Santa Clara

Phone 294 9131

Wet good Ur,u May 26.

(SAVE MOREI)

IN CONCEPT

also
aPPearing

BLOOD,
SWEAT I
TEARS
Dave McLean

san jose civic auditorium
SUNDAY MAY 30 7:30
$5 $6

tickets
on sale

san jose box office
912 town & country village
(next to fox theatre)

2464160

exhibit, the artist explained
that "commercial communications media bombard us
constantly. Our national
idols and obsessions are
tailored for us by advertisements, public relations
blurbs, Madison Avenue
image makers and news
commentators."
This constant bombardment
can be seen in the two opposing radio programs, one a
rock station the other a news
station, which harass the
gallery visitor and remind
them of the presence of the
mass media around us.
Mrs. I.ange does not hesitate
to attack through her sculpture anything that contemporary society accepts
American justice, standards
of beauty and beverages all
fall within her line of fire.
Because all of her "In A
Box" pieces are contemporary and truly now, Mrs.
Lange’s works would not
have impact ten years from
now. She has made each and
every box unique, but the
many pieces included in her
show make it difficult for the
viewer to comprehend in a
limited and short time.
Novelty and humor are fine,
but they seem to get as common as Mrs. Lange’s boxes
after awhile. Just like timely
news, her novelty gets stale
after two days.

Spanish
play
coming
-Our Dear ’Offspring"
Nuestros Queridos Retonos" ), an original threeact play in Spanish, will be
presented by the Spanish
Theatrical Group Monday
and Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in
the Studio Theatre.
Directed by Ricardo Monteavaro, the play was written by Nicolas Manzari. Included in the cast are }gorilla Gallegos, Gloria Holguin,
Glenn Della Maggiore, Acela
Gonzalez, Alfredo Villasenor
and Andrew Dias.
Dedicated in honor of
Mother’s Day, the play is by
invitation only. Invitations
may be picked up, free of
charge, in the Department of
Foreign Languages, which is
located on 7th and San Carlos
streets.

Holding Company
Big Brother and the Holding Company, a well-known San Francisco
group will appear in this Friday’s
Black EOP benefit dance. Also to

be appearing on the bill with Big
Brother will be the Loading Zone
with Linda Tillery and Mike Finnigan and Friends.

C.U. Friday

Big Brother here Friday
"We hope to create for SJS
students as close to a Fillmore Ballroom atmosphere
as possible," stated Bill
Delinc, co-organizer of this
Friday’s EOP benefit dance.
Deline waxed enthusiastic as
he outlined the evening’s
entertainment which includes Big Brother and the
Holding Company with Nick
Gravenites, the Loading
Zone with Linda Tillery and
Mike Finnigan and Friends.
The dance will take place in
the College Union Ballroom
from 8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. A
$2.50 donation will be asked.
While hoping for an old ballroom effect, the organizers
are still making an effort to
"keep the price down."
Deline, along with Rick
Bilotti, organized this show
as part of a Humanities 160
project. All net proceeds will
go to Black EOP.
-The whole idea is to create
more activities around
school," Deline explained.
"If this is successful, we plan
to have more of them in the
future."
Butten Sound is bringing in
special sound equipment for
the show.
There will also be lights by
Windows and Clouds. They
mix only natural phenomena
and project mostly organic
images, mixed with films.
"There is a lot of hard work
involved in thisstudents
must show support in order
for the school to attempt to
back such an event again,"
Deline concluded.

cisco Sound." During the
days of the Height-Ashbury
era, the group was the house
band at the old Avalon Ballroom. Graventies, composer-vocalist, is a fellow
musician of Mike Bloomfield
and Paul Butterfield. Orifrom Chicago,
ginally
Gravenites has blended Chicago blues and the S.F.
sound. He was a former
vocalist for Electric Flag.

been called
Aretha."

a

An unmatched musical
experience based on authentic reproduction of customs,
songs and dances will be presented by the Tamburitzans,
a group of full-time students
at Duquesne University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania),
Saiurday at 8 p.m. in the
California Masonic Memorial Temple in San Francisco.
The troupe’s 32 folk artists
the
are dedicated to
preservation of Slavic Folk
Arts in the United States,
and have madc extended
tours throughout the world
as goodwill ambassadors.
Their name is derived from
the musical instrument they
play, the Tamburitza.

For more information contact the International House,
1970 Fulton St., San Francisco. Phone 752-1000, extension 215, 234. Tickets are
$5.50, $4.50, $3.50 and $2.50
for children 12 years or
younger.

3 FREE COPIES .1
WiTH THIS
COUPON
(one per person)

Each year the Tamburitzans
present an entirely new concerta new concept in the
world of Slavic Folklore.
This year’s program offers
suites from Croatia, Bosnia,
Slovenia, Macedonia, Serbia and Hungary and climaxes with an array of Russian songs and folk dances.

WEROXCOPIESI
COLLEGE COPY
42 E. SAN ANTONIO
S.J.
OPEN 7 DAYS

8:30 a.m. to
9:30 p.m.
OPEN SUNDAYS

"junior

A

Advanced tickets are available in the Students Affairs
Business office and will be
sold at the door.

"The
Confession"
.

A form of entertairunent that
has been called almost unique in the world, the Tamburitzans use over one thousand costumes in each concert, in addition to the
dances and songs of over a
dozen different European
languages and countries.

Pt(

COKY

42,1611

ACADEMY OF
ART COLLEGE
625 &Ater St., San Francisco, CA 94102 / 673-4200

8:30 Nightly

Linda Tillery of the Loading
Zone, another top group, has
ACCOUNTING MAJORS

at
7 & 10.50

SEE OUR AD IN THE
JOURNAL of ACCOUNTANCY

Becker CPA Review Course
SM l/IMICISCO
SANJOSE

PROFESSIONAL
SA, IPA,
CERTIFICATES PAINTING / ILLUSTRATION
ADVERTISING DESIGN / DESIGN / CRAFTS
PHOTOGRAPHY /FILMMAKING /SCULPTURE
PRINTMAKING / FASHION ILLUSTRATION
r,e ac,,ed 111 cloare., ,our
.
Mot,’ n

"TO DIE IN
MADRID"
Snow,,

FREE CATALOG

NICIELODEON

751 43r5
44’1 251 5446

LINCOLN & CE(io 115
SANTO CRUZ
476-7500

A SPORTS CAR
YOU CAN AFFORD WHILE YOU’RE STILL
YOUNG ENOUGH TO ENJOY rt
It’s a cruel trick of Fate that most
sportscarsare too expensive for many
of the people who get most out of
them people under 25.
That’s why we designed the 850
Spider. It’s the lowest priced true
sports car you can buy in America.
It lists from $2,335!
And, for many people, it’s the
best looking sports car on the market
under $10,000.
Fiat has more experience than
any other car maker in the world
when it conies to building small high

performance engines.
The red line on the 850 Spider’s
power unit is all the way up at 6,500
rpm and it enjoys working at those
speeds.
And with disc brakes in front
and independent suspension all round,
you get all the road holding you need
to handle the hard driving this car encourages.
It’s one of the kinder tricks of
Fate that the best sports car under
$3,000 is the one that’s furthest under
$3,000.

Big Brother, headlining
group, was instrumental in
creating the "San Fran-

’Gate C’ film
featured in show
John Hunter’s life drawing
classes will show two films,
"Straight Like Me" and
-Gate C," tomorrow and
Saturday at 7:30 and 9:30
p.m. in Room 133 of the art
building. Donations to defray

costs are welcome.
"Straight Like Me" exposes
the conflict between the
groovies and the straights,
while "Gate C" is a docuPresident
of
mentary
Nixon’s visit to San Jose.

The Rascals
And

Grin
At The Fillmore West

This Weekend

11111311
SAN JOSE
ALCORN MOTORS, INC.
1830 Portola Ave.
Livermore, Calif.

The

bigget

( al in Etii

RAMSEY MOTOR CO., INC.
1154 Del Monte Ave.
Monterey, Calif.

BEN A. BE IGER CO.

KLEPINGER MOTOR CO. INC.

405 N. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, Calif.

1915 E. 14th St.
San Leandro, Calif.

STARR OLDSMOBILE

PENINSULA EUROPEAN

1025 Water St.
Santa Cruz, Calif.

4195 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, Calif.

WEST VALLEY DODGE &
RAMBLER SALES, INC.

RICH MOTOR CO.

16212 San Jose Ave.
Los Gatos, Calif.

HAYWARD AUTO
IMPORTS, INC.
20525 Mission Blvd.
Hayward, Calif.

10269 San Pablo Ave.
Richmond Calif.

MOVER CHRYSLER.
PLYMOUTH
805 Veteran’s Blvd.
Redwood City, Calif.

KENDALL MOTOR CO.
INC.
406 Abbott St.
Salinas, Calif.

JAN’S IMPORTED CARS
INC.
316 El Camino Real
Millbrae, Calif.

IMPORTED CARS OF
HILLSDALE
2160 El Camino Real
San Mateo Calif.

HOWARD’S AUTO SALES
2100 N. Main St.
Walnut Creek, Calif.
Suggezteal retail price West Coast POE Local lanes and dealer preparation
charges, it any, additional Overseas delivery arranged through your dealer.
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Joe Frazier fight set for next year

Confident Ali tells of future in ring
By GARY RUBIN
Daily Sports Writer
If ever a man was destined
for the spotlight, that man
would be Mohammad Ali.
In a vibrant, strong voice,
the former heavyweight
champion captivated an estimated 2,500 people at the

RI iTC field yesterday in a 40
minute talk.
N’et the Ali who spoke before
the huge crowd and the Ali
that conducted an abbreviated press conference
beforehand were two different people.
Suffering from a bad allergy
that was evident during the

L

I
I

The series with the Broncos
will be a best two out of three
with the winner meeting the
Pacific 8 champion next
weekend. The second and
third, if needed, games will
also be held at Buck Shaw
Stadium, Sunday, beginning
at noon or 1 p.m.

By RICH KENDALL
Daily Sports Writer

Friday, May 21
Kelley Moser placed second
and the SJS golf team finished thirgjehind San Diego
state. Los
State,aUS

et,
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Right behind Moser were the
SDS trio of Dave Slelba, 216;

SDS shot 871 and the Diablos,
877, while the Spartans were
10 back at 888, Long Beach
shot 890, followed by Fresno
at 896, Santa Barbara at 924
and University of Pacific at
982.
Senior John Adams shot a
221, finishing tenth. Freshman Mark Lye compiled a
226 as did Steve Hakes, a
junior. Junior John Susko
shot 229 and junior Glenn
Woodruff was high shooter
for SJS with a 239.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association Championships will be held June 21-26
at Tuscon, Arizona. According to Vroom the Spartans
are in the running to go as a
team but the selections will
not be made until next week.
Vroom is president of the
selection committee of District 8. He says six schools
and two outstanding individuals will be selected from
District 8.
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.
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...but

feet.
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During his optning remarks
to the crowd, Ali made one
reference to Frazier, saying
how more people came to see
him speak than to see him
(Frazier ) sing.

REDUCTION

IC

MORE

CAMPUS COPY
Across Admin. Md., next to Peanuts
273 E. San Fernando 295-7778

Ali, who took the Muslim
name in 1964, after beating
Charles Sonny) Liston for
the heavyweight title, first
rose to fame in 1960 at the
Rome Olympics where he
picked up a gold medal.

Brine

this ad -OAS per Person

ALVIN DUSKIN

After Rome, Ali turned professional, and in ’64, despite
7-1 odds against him, defeated Liston on a seven
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Let Air
California
put you on.
1)tl ’IItind us a
little ditterent trom
other commuter airlines
We offer more than lust
a dull ride on a flying bus
Let us put you on one 01 our
colorful 737 Sun lets and rediscover lust
how much ton tlyingran be Nou’ll remember
as for our warm, colorful way-ot-flight and
the big bright sunburst on our noses.
Call your helpful travel agent or consult
your Yellow Pages for Air Cal’s local reserva
tion number
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Moser, a senior who: last
year, wax. namedillondsiltile
mention All-American, shot
a one under par 215 for the 54
holes. Coach Jerry Vroom
said of Moser’s play, "No
doubt about it, it was his
finest performance in a
tournament this year. He
practiced hard for the past
three weeks and it payed
off."

’loin Minor, 217; and Jack
Spradlin, 218. Vroom continued, "San Diego State won
as expected on their home
course. I am not trying to
take anything away from
them, they are a real fine
team We played about as
well as could be expected.
We would have liked to finish
second but LA State played
well."
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Angeles at the Pacific Coast
Athletic Conference Championship last Monday and
Tuesday at Carlton Oaks
course in San Diego.
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In his comeback before l’ae
fight with Frazier, Ali
stopped Jerry Quarry in

SAVE NOW WfTH GREATER
oe.De ’ elRaIR ’

CAMPING GEA
wAGoN

’I’m still the greatest’

Sims of second place CSLA
shot the low for the tournament, a three under par 213.
Sims earlier in the year out
shot the field in the Western
Intercollegiate Invitational.
Vroom said of him, "Sims is
a fine, consistent player. He
is one of those that plays as
well for fun as he does in a
tournament. Moser is like
that. Most people play worse
in tournaments and a
tournament is the true test."

r=1:121==
RIP.STOP NYLON
1’2 lb..
PIMA 111104
31 lb.,
PARKA NYLON
31/2 lb..
WI DELL
5 lb.,
000 witot11
1 699
’;,.,IW’ 4
MA

SYEA-OPT1MUSPI1MUS-BLUETT

RICH MOOR ETC

"Right now we are still
trying to iron out some of the
problems, but we are still
working on this bout."

After he became heavyweight king, Ali fought
numerous times before he
was convicted on a draft
evasion charge which is still
being appealed.

-->SPACE AVAILABLE

Daily photos by Tim Tittle

Moser was tied with Rich
Sims and then according to
Vroom got a double bogey
six on the par four 14th. "He
lie. He
had unplayable
shot the ball over the green
and it rolled under a tree.
That just about decided it."

BACK PACKERS
CO 11111

Fashionably attired in a
dark blue, double-breasted
suit, Ali also disclosed
during the press conference
the plans concerning the on and -off -again fight between
him and the Los Angeles
1,aker’s 7-1 center, Wilt
Chamberlain.

three rounds, and knocked
out Oscar Bonavena in the .,
15th round.

round TKO.

--4(‘

Golfers third in PCAA,
Moser places second

Start San Jose GEM
Between 6 and 9 pm

Mal

Frazier will get killed on his
motorcycle."

price.

13y Le Vivo Machine
S.C.C.

14,49.4
PO POICII
54.99
21/4 lb.
1 Lb.
59 "
ITIL4001O or rim Poo.
IM MGR er 14. P11.11

As for his rematch with Frazier, the confident Ali told
the crowd assembled outside
on the field, "The only thing
that can stop this fight is that
either I will be in jail, or Joe

Association action. With
that victory, a 5-3 decision,
SJS captured the PCAA
championship.

CM-GIM
RALLY

$3.00
call WOW 1
JOY for info 51115

"In a few days we will announce a fight that will take
place in seven weeks," Ali
said. The date, place and
fighter will be announced at
that time."

"If I win and Frazier and the
public want it, I will give him
a rematch," the native of
Louisville, Kentucky said.

Broncos -Spartans
in NCAA playoffs

Menges got the information
from the District 8 office
Tuesday night after the
Spartans took the second
game of a doubleheader
against U.C. Santa Barbara
in Pacific Coast Athletic

During the press conference,
speaking in a voice a few
decibles higher than a whisper, Ali disclosed some of his
future fight plans at the fiveminute talk.

As the press conference was
drawing to a close, Ali stated
that after his fight with Joe
Frazier next year, he would
retire from the ring, a statement he amended while
walking out to the field.

’Frazier again in a year’

Saturday afternoon coach
Gene Menges will take the
Spartan baseball team to
Buck Shaw Stadium in Santa
Clara to face the University
of Santa Clara Broncos at I
p.m. in the first round of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association baseball playoffs.

press conference, Ali gave
no hint of his physical plight
during his talk.
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Porsche
- grand
award

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNUlitec (HINT

Austin Healy Sprite 64 Convertible
rebut, engine. 67 trans. new tires, very
good cond $SW or best offer Can 286
1985 or 241 2996
The evidence is in the world’s turmoil
Our lord Is Present and His Kingdom
will soon be established on Earth as it
is in Heaven
’Divine Plan of the
Ages" Boo 594 Los Gatos, FREE No
Obligation

A Porsche 914-4 will be
awarded in a drive being
sponsored by Students Helping Other People I SHOP,
Alpha Phi Omega national
service fraternity, and
Circle K.

Eleanor’s Flowers of Los Gatos will
give you all the trills & glamour of a
Florist Shop, but at low. low prices
Premium roses 53 95 dor, tea roses
Si 95 doe carnations Si 00 doe etc
large, large selection of fresh cut
flowers. potted plants, corsages &
inexpensive
arrangements
Our
bowers are so fresh they lust last &
last & last Everything is wrapped
with mush fuss and ribbons (florist
boxes available) It you love flowers,
you’ll love our shop, 720 University
Ave Los Gatos (at the 000 08 cyclone
fence behind Oak Meadow Park) 356
4839
or
356 6314
(Next
door
to
Eleanor’s Discount Fashions) Open 9
an, to 7 pm daily and Sunday
day holidays

SHOP is a student-controlled
non-profit corporation which
raises money to aid crime
victims. Those injured in
automobile accidents can’t
recover compensation from
anyone and must pay their
own medical bills or fall
back on public charity.
Daily photo by John Ainlay

The group’s latest beneficiary is 212 -year-old Elizabeth Erchinger of San Jose,
a paralytic following a hitand-run accident.

Porsche on display
A Porsche 914-4 is the award in a
drive being sponsored by SHOP,
Alpha Phi Omega, and Circle K.
Members of the three groups,
including (standing, left to right)
Lee Williams, Neil Ehrenberg,
Mark Conklin, and (sitting, left to

The Porsche will be on display tomorrow at the end of
Seventh Street and will also
be shown at the College
Union Flea Market this
weekend.

Groovy
things
love us

Hello on this fine spring day.
TODAY, guest speakers
John Stephens, state STUDENT-CALIFORNIA TEACHER’S ASSOCIATION (SCTA) Consultant, and Larry
Rich, representative of California Casualty Insurance
I C’I’A sponsored), will talk to
all S-CTA members and
interested students at 4 p.m.
in the Education build-

CLEANING CENTER
266 E. Santa Clara
(Neat to Lucky Mkt.)

elk

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Anthony D. Campagna, Jr.

Open Tin
Every

Day

Midnight

of

the

t.&

Year

50 East Santa Clara-293-7500

I

PRESCRIPTIONS
inEs

GARAGE SALE
SUNDAY June 6th
at 12970 Nash Rood Los Altos near
Foothill Junior College Come shop for
things you never thought you could
buy from IC., m tog pm.LOW LOW
PRICES’

Spartaguide

10’; off on all dry
cleaning when ASB
card is presented with
soiled garments
IF YOU’RE A GROOVY
THING, (OR BELONG
TO SOMEONE THAT
IS), DO THE DRY
CLEANING THING
WITH US.

1

right) Mel Nishida, and Frank
Balestrieri. The sports car will be
on display today on the corner of
Seventh and San Carlos streets,
and over the weekend at the Pleasure Faire,
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ing...CHI-ALPHA will hold
its main meeting at 8 p.m. at
434 E. Williams St...The BAHAI STUDENT FORUM
will hold its weekly meeting
at 8 p.m. in the Montalvo
Room of the College Union.
"Ye are the leaves of one
tree!" and other facets of the
faith will be explained by
Baha’i members at the
gathering...and the STUDENT
MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE will be getting
it on in the College Union
Diablo Room at 7:30 tonight.
On FRIDAY, all girls interested in auditioning for the
fall BAND-AID squad (Johnson and Johnson beware)
should go to PER 279 at 4
p.m. No experience necessary...the 1910-PHOTO CONTEST will be held in Room
237 of the Science Building at
noon. Everyone is welcome

Make your
summer traveling easier

Did you knew that there is a shop in
Los Gatos where you can buy a 190 suit
for S15. a S45 dress for 18. a $20 shirt for
13 SO etc. etc??? These clothes are new
and "barely used" (high qualify
only’) You won’t believe the lovely
merchandise for so little money
Ladies sizes 3 to 24,
teens, luniors
and childrens Five rooms of clothes to
choose from come see Once you
come in you’ll never ship anywhere
else If you have a small budget and
the "Champagne taste" this shop is for
you We have I. Magness, CatalinaS,
While Stag. Lint Diamonds. Christian
Mors etc As I said you won’t believe
the lovely clothes for so little money.
We are called Eleanor’s Discount
Fashions of Los Gatos. 770 University
at end of cyclone fence behind
Ave
Oak Meadow park) 356 4839 or 356
6314 Call for directions Open 10 am
6 p m every day and Sunday tool

THIS SUMMER STUDY BALLETAdult class now starting at Eufrazia
School of Ballet 786 8917

to attend this second annual
contest...Movie goers can
see "Elvira Madigan" sponsored by ALPHA PHI
OMEGA in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium at either 7 or 10
p.m...Zen, at 7:30 p.m. EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE
is sponsoring a class on Zen,
an Oriental philosophy, at
430 S. 13th St. All interested
are invited to come...The
SOYERIGNTY DEFENSE ACTION
COMMITTEE is presenting
a film -China" at 3 and 4:45
p.m. There will be a 50 cent
admission charge to attend
the movie in JC 141...For
those who missed the meeting Tuesday, the CHICANO
ASOCIAC1ON de ARTE is
having another meeting at
3:30
p.m. in the College
Union Montalvo Room.. Two
movies and short subjects
will be discussed in PROF.
JOHN HUNTER’S LIFE
DRAWING
CLASSES
Friday and Saturday at 7:30
and 9:30 p.m. The classes
Mill be held in Art
133....

WANTED! Any type of lawn work
)(Int work guaranteed, reasonable
rates Call Lee 293 9426 anytime
FRIDAY FLICK "Elvira Madrigan"
7 00 8. 10 00 pin Morris Dailey Aud
THE INSTITUTE OF HUMAN ABIL
is offering a
ITIES (Morehouse)
OurSe in sensuality on the weekend of
May 22 23 For more into Call Roger
or Alan at 287 7577
STUDY SUMMER SPECIAL New
Basic ’musts’
Low Tuition classes
tor Singers" and "Basic Musician
ship- Private instruction also at usual
To
Beginners Professionals
rates
Harmony
day’s music or classical
WAY VOICE, PIANO, GUITAR
STUDIO 2860977
GET IT WHOLESALE This last week
end of the PLEASURE FAIRE Need
to turn over products Shaklee organic
cleaners ( Basic H&L I & food supple
ECOLOGICALLY & ECONOMICAL
L Y Like proof? See vou there Ass!
Sup John & Mary 259 9285 or 296 6421
TUTORING, Call Fred 727 2521
Pay accordingly

Will

Free Puppy, affectionate, rned size. 4
months, shots, trained I am moving
Coil 298 3749 up to 7 AM
FREE KITTENS

WANTED
Hand Made Clothing
Consignment Days 948 4847, Eves 245
7114
BAND OR GROUP Needed to play for
reception Call Kathy 226 4214
FLEA MARKET
SATURDAY, May
’2nd at 430 5 5th St frOm 12 00 10 5 GO
p nfl Excellent opportunity for great
buys’

PORCHE 699171 12.000 in, AM FM 5
speed, forest green mint condition
take over lease or 55200 3969310 or
741 5776
Ministry of Transport: Foreign car
repair Competitive rates, excellent
work 701 Lincoln Ave. 193 0601,

HANDBOOK

rtf.

65 VW camper, Excellent condition,
rebuilt engine 51800 Call 326 8327 or
797 9957 Ask for Dave._

Free Traveler’s Handbook is packed with helpful foreign
travel information and has a world-wide list of Bank of
America branches and affiliates who will be happy to serve
you if you go abroad.

61 vW Van: 65 1503 engine 600 best
offer Karin 423 9178 Santa Cruz
1960 Rambler American, new battery
new paint. 3 new tires, radio, looks
great 5150 2980436 ask for Bill.

11

FOREIGN

’CURRENCY

KIT

Pabicaroi

Al,

PORSCHE 1965 356C, Excellent
condition. Best Offer Phone 353 2097
after 6 p m

Foreign Currency Kit in handsome wallet -size folder
provides a currency conversion table, a pictorial
explanation of the coin and note values of the country
you plan to visit and, if you like, enough actual
currency to cover small arrival expenses. (Available
for Europe, Canada, Turkey and Israel.)

yl
’7

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

BankAmericard* gives you a helping hand by letting
you charge for goods and services throughout the
fifty states of the United States and in major cities
around the world. And, it provides you with an
accurate record of the money you’ve spent.

ft1 14
IIITIASAr!"
.

Stop by your nearest Bank of America branch and get complete information
on these and other Bank of America Traveler’s Services. We’re anxious to help.

BANK0FAMERICA
Bank or America National trust A Savings Association

Membei FMC
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prices
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diamond.

Second and San &dos Cum.&
Save 20% With AS8 Cam
535 Bryant Proof
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2134

L

70 Kawasaki 350 cc, 42 h p
A/SS.
Avenger for sale. Like New, less than
3.000 miles
on it
5625. Includes
Helmet Contact Biii Van Winkle at
Washburn Hall. 3855 61h, 794 2916 If
not there, leave message at desk
68 Pont. Firebird 350. R&H, PS HT
Buckets Consol New Tires. Excellent
Condition 51695, 787 7743
MGR 1967 Low mileage, wire wheels.
New clutch, very good condition 51650
Phone 286 4491
2 cycle
VW 62, Sunroof 8. Radio, 5400
motorcycle ISOcc SiOeJ Phone 275 8153

WATERBEDS: From 550 All sizes
Ind Round & 109 Jumbo. Sexually
benefic
Alive. Moving w you, en
hancing your energies Healthy, float
ing freely w perfect back support SO
YANG
YIN
you can sleep well
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del
mas Ave. 1 ml from SJS on Park Ave
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone

GOOD BUY. King Size mattress Box
Springs& Frame $250 value for 51,00 or
best offei Call 734 4831
ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H . a biode
gradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286
THE LIVING BED The original and
Only guaranteed HEATED waterbed,
By Innerspace Environments Don’t
be misled by Cold beds Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar. 10 yrs. With
Bag, Safety liner heater 8. auto con
trot See at 1424 Searcy Dr SJ or Al
’,laden Eire? 265 5485 or in Okl. 743
0360
PISCEAN WATERBEDS.
1850W San Carlos (just West of the
Gap) Twin
$70
King Queen
524.
Safely liner 52 Frames 1.14 Heated
King complete w frame 599 10 Yr
guarantee on all beds 294 1455 Come
in and See our right on products Ask
about our NRO policy 294 1455
FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
lud 529 95 buys you a King Size undo
lating amobea Aqua Snooze Water
netts 1415 The Alameda 286 3544
1970 Hodaka 100. Full street legal
Only ridden 850 miles Like new For a
good buy and bargain at 5275 Call 764
2049
62 Pontiac Catalina VI.
Power
Steering and brakes. 7 new tires, new
battery. 377 4009 after 6 PM
Are you interested in earning 91000
$2000, or more and still have time to
spend the summer at the beach? Call
Sydney Schurnaker at 371 2797
FOR SALE: Sony stereo tope recorder
TC 200 5175 or best offer Also Puegot
10 speed bike 560 295 4863
Rtilliflex 2.8F With
MUST SELL
Ptener Lens. meter. Rollikin 35rnm
film adapter Rolliflash, filter. hood
Excellent coed Orig 5550, asking 4275
or otter Albert 2709732
GARAGE SALE . SUNDAY June 6th
at 12970 Nash Road Los Altos near
Foothill Junior College Come shop for
things you never thought you could
buy from 10 a on to 5 p m LOW LOW
PRICES’

New
Excellent Condition,
Paint. and Tires. 5900 297

TRIUMPH 650 1965 TR 6 single Carb
stock with TT Pipes, very clean, run
nine req’s motor work 5650 Steve 293
4217

1045 OLD% 447 Pr.N.,it engine ram
433 gears, pos, two lours. headers.
Hearst rIkage, S
W wages 51300 or
best offer Call 264 5590 or 269 $6112
66 M 121 Midget W W. R H. Excel eon
<fibrin 51 100 253 556 after 6 PM
Triumph. TR.650 Fast. Top condition
753 5561 After 6 PM

tiso

Lost wire rim glasses in a brown case
abOUI 3 weeks ago Call 792 0445

110U1INi,

Free Room
years old as
with speech
Call Robert

A Board for girl over 18
a companion to individual
difficulty Near campus
298 2308

Single, double rooms,
IVY HALL
across from administration building
available for summer (summer rates)
Excellent kitchen 8. community room
lacilitieS. Call 2920711 or 253 8436
STUDENT HOUSING tor summer and
next fall, low summer rates. Studios
opts I. 2 bdrm apts and 2 to 9 bdrm
homes 787 4900
Girls
Large
SUMMER RENTAL
double rooms w kitchen privileges,
TV, Piano. Study rooms. 1 block from
campus 545 per month. 294 1581.
APT FOR RENT
Modern Furn.
across from SJS 230 E San Salvador.
Summer rate $110
FANTASTIC 2 & 3 lx1rm. apts. or rent
for summer &fall Quality turn AEK,
WW Carpet, pool, rec. room By tar the
nicest apts. in school area, Reserve
nova Call 2E17 7590. 470 So. 11th St. San
JOSe
Summer Rates now available, for 2 & 3
bedrm opts, air cond, turn, call now,
275 1974 695 S 11th St.
SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE, Now
6213 So 10th St 2926123 Fury.
Townhouse, 2 bedroom 5125, 1 bed
room 5100 4a6S 11th Street Ph 296
7143
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Previously ATO House. Now Co ed.
Jr% to Grad Students 526 Share, $33
single weekly. Includes Continental
Breakfast, Dinner. Maid Ser. En
closed courtyard, color TV. Parking
PhOne 293 737.1
Female roommated wanted for sum
mer 6. Fall Share 1 bdrrn apt with 2
girls Grad preferred Call Pam 194
6922
room available in house from June to
Sept 550 or less. Lg sunny room. Nice
house, warm people 295 9490.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED,
Own room in large co ed house 550 per
month Call 2932851
Apts for Rent Summer Rates on 1 & 2
bedroom furnished 625 5 10th St No.
6 Phone 286 9026 in the evenings

AMBITIOUS MEN 01 411 trades north
to ALASKA and YUKON. around $2800
a month For complete information
write to JOB RESEARCH, P0 Box
161, Stn A Toronto, Ont Enclose 55 to
cover cost

for men &
JOB OPPORTUNITY
women Sales $I 002.00 pr hour Must
be reliable 265 3372
Build good income that will continue
the rest Of your life Win a hook scho
larshiP kir the fall Call Mr Hall for
det.05 at 7992008
Min 135 per
RELIEF MANAGER
6 mentally re
weekend Sup, iSe
larded adults for 48 hr Shift Call 297
6157 Mrs Marge Roberts for details
WANTED.
DISHWASHER
Restaurant 545 S 2nd Street
292 5867

Ella%
Phone

COMMERCIAL ART STUDENT to,
prepare tine drawings for wr,ter pub
bsher Small lob now could grow if
quat.f.ed Phone 265 4574, days Only
please
Summer Employment, 53 and up
depend,no on amtetion Call Tom for
infer and interview
266 6993

aopt

WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Full &
Part Time waitresses Food Beer
Wing Flexible hours inure, Crisrlir
I actors, 793 9316

LOST AND

FOUND

Roommates needed for summer. 3
bdrm house at 287 N 10th Share room
533 mo Own room $67 mo. Call Al or
Dave 267 6613
11 upper die girls needed for summer
& school, each own room in a 3 bdrm. 7
bath apt. 548 mo In summer. In fall
$63 per mo Call Lit after 5, 7954589.
Female
roommate
needed
for
summer Share fantastic house. One
hall block from SJS campus Call 275
9338.
Furnished house for rent 1 bedroom
summer only S110 & utilities. Married
couple or girls call Rod 297 5479
2 female roomates needed for sum
mer. Cozy house close to campus
Available June 1st Call 294 2909,

151

Needed for 12 unit apartment builiglog
,n exchange tor large 1 bedroom
unfurnished apartment Couples only
Straight need apply Call 286 9849 after
4 30 P by
1 Girls needed for beautiful 4 bdrre
house, furnished, for summer only
kitchen, 964 per rno 287 0213
House.Men for summer & neat school
term nicely furnished, fireplace oft
street parking quiet 406 5 11th
QUIET. COOL, COMFORTABLE
room for two men Kitchen privileges
146 So lath St 286 3025
Roommate Needed own furnished
room for 553 a month call Tom at 297
1804 SUMMER ONLY
Rooms cheerful, airy wall to well
carpet, outside entrance quiet 406 S
11th St
Need 1 or 2 male roommates. Huge?
bdrm apt Good location 2 pools, free
laundry Rent 5165, 201 us 1133 each 3
of us 555 Call Dan 292 7489
Basement for rent in large two story
house 530 plus utilities. Male pre
I erred 295 7773.
Furnished 3 Bedroom Apt. Cots, AEK
7 Bath. Low summer rates on 10th
near SJS Call 293 5493
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 27
year old ir like to share clean quiet
bdrm apt with dependable, straight,
non smoker Si57 50 ea. Heated Pool
George 296 6980
3 House (Fun) Large & near campus
for rent beginning June 1971, Girls
Preferred, 295.7418.
Two girls seek 1 fun, Straight upper
division girls to share spacious 2 bdrm
duplex near campus. $55 per month
Call Kathy or Barb. 287.8251.

EXPER, FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX ENGLISH TEACH
ER. IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER, 1
MARY BRYNER COLE 244.6444 After
9’30
RENT A TV OR STEREO No DeMisil
Free Delivery. Free Service. Call
Esche’s 251 2598

ELECTRIC
THESIS TYPING
Disertations
Master’s
Reports
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371 0395, San Jose.
Artists’ model, Rates arranged
Artists, students, groups. photo
graphers Legit. Phone Alice 287.1625
CUSTOM TAPING- Quality work 1 &a
Reasonable
Track Cassette Reel,
Prices, Fast Service Open Evenings
’Tll 8 p.m. RECORDS UNLIMITED,
179 S First.
TYPING

Term papers, thesis, ek
Pica We. Experienced & reasonable
Will edit. 2961772.

STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter
phone 2446501
FRIDAY FLICK "Elvira Madrigan"
7 00 & 10:00 pm Morris Dailey Aud
HELP IN CHEM., MATH, PHYS
SCIENCE teacher will tudor any
chem , lower thy math or lower div
physics course Call 290 5771.
TYPING. (my home) 779 Bird Ave 2
minutes from campus. 75 cents per
page, double space) Call MrS Lupe
2936041
Will do Painting. Experiential. Neat
Painters. interior 8. exteriOr painting
rates 1150 per, house $20 per room
Call 747 1517 evenings

FEASONAlS
Now taking applications for summer &
bath AEK
tall for huge 1 bdrm I.
Summer rates S1OS Call 295 8354.
SUMMERTOW NHOUSE . 73 girls
needed Furn 2 bdrrns. liv bath. i
blk from SJS. with sundeck (will help
pay rent in Aug ) 5140. Call 787 7071.

HIP WARM)

house On S 12th for sum 550 Or loss
util pd Washer Dryer dishwasher
Call Darcy or Connie 2959508

AUTO INSURANCE
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused -Annual
Liability’Rates_ Married or single age
24 & over 594, Married 71 24 5163
Single men 2/ & under S250. Mr, Toll
241 3900,

Need 3-4 friendly girls to share
extremely nice house on South 14th St.
tor summer only S40 rno. Call 286.3481
anytime

CAMERAS: One third off regular
price. New with full warranty, most
major brands, also wide angle and
telephoto lenses 326 1903 5 tO 8 p.m

I or 3 Girls needed to share big 3 berm

ARTISTS-Need studio space? Barn
tor rent Los Gatos Room for t to 3
people, Quiet, private 354 9064 Call by
Satur

FOR SALE Slide prOlector, Argus
President Excel cond
535 or best
offer Trays SI each Call 259 5435

FOR SALE:
Sony Stereo tape
recorder IC 700 S125 or best offer
Also Puegot 10 speed bike 960 2994063

HOUSE Women tor summer & next
School term Fireplace, garbage, dis
Posal Just redecorated & turn Suer
mer rates Call at 406 So 11th St.

TV’S FOR RENT
SPECIAL 5Th
DENT RATE 19.00 per month. Call
377 2935.

3 girls needed to share 4 bedroom
house for the summer. 42 85 rno. Call
Marie 286 4071 or Kathy 297 1269.

New Kodak Color Processor with til
ters & chemicals. 5200. 354 1664, 867
4768

Girl Grad to share 7 bcorn apt. w
girls a3OS 4th no 25 $3750 mo. 294
6922 Avail summer 8. fall

Summer Rates, 7 Bedroom furnished
5110 for 2 women or couple, 415S0. 5th.
292 3095

Handcrafted beaded Macrame Dog
Collars All colors Low low prices, See
at Cal Book 457 E San Carlos.

BIKE: 10 speed teens 21" English. 570
Save 525 Call Cathy at 298 0238 after 5_

Fern Roommate needed for summer
Share 3 barm apt with 1 others 1135
MO Call Robin or Linda 2970761,

FAST ACCURATE,
Experienced
Four miles from
typist, can edit
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 2913.4106.

Female grad student wants to share
apt near State for the summer,
Perhaps also the fall Call Kathy at 286.
.1093

FRIDAY FLICK "Elvira Madrigan"
7 00 & 10 00 pm Morris Dailey Aud.

New I bdrm ffffff ishd,
AEK
sundeck, beautiful area, very reason
able to the right person. mature
Single. prof or employee. Contact lau
Home Er Bldg Eat 2456

STUDIO APT. on 15th Sr. 580 includes
water and garbage. Summer Only.
AEK Call 275 8563 after 6 p.m. Mon
Thurs.

Have your very own 5111011 busineSS
Murk for yourself. Call Tom at 266
6593

Seeking companion for boys ages lend
during summer. Days 7029036
Nights 225 4946.

64 VW
Engine,
8628

LOST: 550 REWARD 9 mo old male
dog Mixed German short hair & Lab
Solid dark brown long tail, vm,te on
chest, flea collar & choke chain with
Santa Clara dog license name LE"I
lost last Thurs WM) around So 9th
St Phone 294 6555

anytime BU6 1163.

FOR SALE 59 Pontiac, cony 389 iv
auto trans, radio. heater, good tires all
power, 5175 PH 2265014

VW TUNSUP includes Valve adirnt
& Lube $960 & parts BRAKE JOB? a
yrS experience Call Greg 297 5203
CAJcvveLenio

LOST. One slide transparency num
berecl 62801 a reed Toy truck Lost On
430 Reward 293 8317

TRIUMPH 64 TR4 rebuilt engine New
clutch, tires, brakes, shocks. new top
Asking 51075 Dale 798 37313

aro

elsewhere,

1163 TR311, has IR 4 engine and
Excellent meth
syncro omission.
antral condo S/50 or trade for van 293
9990 Gary

53.00 per hr., Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books; car? If
vOu are willing to work. We pay 3,00 hr.
require car & neat
After qualifying
appear Fuller Brush Co. 22$ 5513

43 VW custom camper, trailer sink
Pump 8 butane tanks stove closet.
ample storage stance, loam cushions.
roof platform Split ft seats part,
boned from rear w sliding door. fully
insulated & paneled Fact rebuilt .10
tip eng 25.000 m, new battery, new
trans 6,000 m. Best offer over 5975
Call 7946732 after 5 30 PM
sem.

Lost 099, Black Lab Male "Stoney..
Lost F rclay 5 7 Last seen on campus
Call 187 3979 or 2929791

RIFLE: 264 Win. Mao, scope, dies,
etc. 5I75 VW SUPERCHARGER 550
Consider trade for photo equip, 378
5475

VW Repair & Parts New, Rebuilt of
Used
Save S on Labor & Parts
Herbert 82 Goodyear SJ 292 3768

Cerlylit’t price. are

VW Repair & Parts New. Rebuilt or
Used Save 5 on Labor & Parts
Herbert 87 Goodyear Si 292 292 3768

1969 AUSTIN AMERICA Yellow 450
Clean inside and out Call Tuesday
Sunday. 243 6585 Ask for Dave 5700
Firrn

63 FORD F-250, ix Ton Pick up, error
shell, 4 wh or. 4 sp. rblt, 12,000 tel
$1000 786 0406.

because:

LOST Pretty old lash.oned procelain
locket Near Student Union at Plea
sure I air 5 9 REWARD 293 $747

HONDA 250 Scrambler, needs some
work looks great Call Dave. 265 9224
Will accept anything over 5700.

69 FORD LTD Brougham, full power,
every imaginable option,
lmrnac.
condition Car must be seen to aPprec.
its value. 52850 Call 286 2882

for their
Diamond

VW Repair III Parts New, Rebuilt of
Used
Save I on Labor IL Parts
Herbert 47 Goodyear Si 7923768

70 Sony portable TV 580, King Size
wafer bed w frame 565. 70 Panasonic
recorder player w tapes, battery
Charger 560 297 2638

61 Austin Healy, runs good, asking 5550
or best offer. contact this number at
anytime, 287 $169

Bank of America Travelers Cheques are
guaranteed loss-proot. theft -proof and fire-proof.
Or your money back. If you lose them, you’ll
get a quick refund for the full amount. And you
can buy them or cash them just about anywhere in the world.

Parakeet LOST Li Blue. very tame &
’,aim, it sound please leave rnes
sage at 469 E San Carlos REWARD

Call 786 2095

M1111=1111111111

If you’re planning to get away this summer, see Bank of America. We have
several good ideas that can make it easier for you to travel:

1967 Correa can 151k :10 05 item elly
Just tuned w new parts, need rev gear
5350 otter (all 266 9189 before noon

Considerate Female Roommates
needed for summer 532.50 p Mo. 1
bdrm. 2 bath apt pool across from
campus. 289 6387
UPPER
DIV,
Female Roommate
needed for summer & possibly fall for
house 1 blk from campus SA9 p mo.
Call Sue 287 7853
APT, FOR RENT I bdrm. turn. 57060
mo Marrieds Only Quiet area, no
Pets. no children 545 So 11th Apt no
1
Need Loose. happy Person for room
mate Own room in house in Sunnyvale
739 2147
FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM in apt for summer only 550
782 So 10th, Call Barbara or Marilyn
after a 30 789 8268
2 Bedroom furnished apt for rent 5I70
per Month Women only Near SJS
available June 7th Call 298 5327 after 4
PM or weekends
Female room mete needed for summer
Start June 5, . block from school. 441
So 5th Own room Please Call 795 5857
or 275 8978
MORSE COUNTRY IN TOWN Fees
t ige, privacy without isolation in this
Parnoramic valley VIEW hOme. 5
vrds old. 1 3 acre. 3 bre, 2 bath liv.
wermtb. ar
din Frurn1 I y pfaenneclelded, Insait7 mr7irnntewn
/Ince landscaped Professional drainage & retaining walls, patios all the
way around house AEK, cult
& wall to wall carpets throw!, Fire
place has gas light Autom. garage
door opener Never occupied by child
ren
GI
appraised a,
priced
at
$39,000 00 Call anytime 751 1271

owes

I40USE3.4 people needed
to rent
house as a group for SUMrtler Only
5180 p my 578 5 11th 287 3774

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body Darlene M Miller. RE.247 No
Third. San Jose 29$ 099$.
Jewelry - Custom design in cost gold
and SilVer One of a kind wedding
bands & other things Geo. Larimo,
Old Town lin the back) 354 8I04.

Until

national and International pre
bodices are effaced in the reality el
spiritual brotherhood, true progress
prosperity and lasting happiness will
not be attained by man. Baha’i Writ
nes 748 5640.
RESTRICTED 5 DAY
DAYTIME
PARKING OFF STREET. PAVED&
MARKED. IN & OUT PR IVIlege 57.50
PER MONTH
VFW.
PARKING
AREA, 430 SOUTH 4th ST. 1.110141
295 9648 OR 376 0976 FOR INFORM4
TION.
Driver to go hack EAST vla Denver
& Ohio June 1 15 Min luggage
Automatic VW Call 292 1108 After Sc
2449100 at noon
JACK I E
That one mono Is a man who, tOclayili
dedicates himself 10 the service of thi
entire human race Baha’u’llah
THIS SUMMER STUDY BALLETAdult class now starting at EufrOzia
School of Ballet 286 8917,

aft,’

Need ride to New York on or
June 5. Will share driving & expenles
Call Dennis at 2009054. Best time Or
tween 07 PM

NEED RIDER TO GO RACK EAST
THROUGH Missouri, Illinois, t,
Indiana Alter Finals Call 292044$.

TRANSPORTATION

,

0369 L.A. to EUROPE 6 10109 15 & 433
to 9 3 Large savings on cars & charter
flights to Israel. Greece & most oNbr
countries Dr French 12131 777
0 Sierra Travel of Beverly Hills 111175
Santa Monica Blvd

szsi

FLY T.W.A. home this summer Cal
your campus rep Bruce Freeman 507
0664 385 South 8th Room 231

